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In my data, I have a list of
measurements that can be
repeated multiple times. I'd
like to get a rank number for
each item in the list. I saw a
similar question, "Using
LINQ, how do I get a unique
rank number for each item in
a list?", but I'm not
understanding the solution.
Example data +--------+----------------+-----------------+ |
Item # | Temperature (C) |
Alkalinity (ppm) | +--------+----------------+-----------------+
| P1 | 50.5 | 1317 | | P1 | 47.7 |
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1267 - Truncated incorrect
DOUBLE value: '2.00913' I
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have Apache/PHP/MYSQL
on Windows, and I'm having
troubles creating a table:
mysql> CREATE TABLE
`test` (`id` INT NOT NULL
AUTO_INCREMENT
PRIMARY KEY, `title`
VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
`content` TEXT NOT NULL,
`title_tags` VARCHAR(200)
NOT NULL, `content_tags`
TEXT NOT NULL, `hashtags`
TEXT NOT NULL, `created`
INT NOT NULL DEFAULT
0, `published` INT NOT
NULL DEFAULT 0)
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ENGINE=InnoDB
DEFAULT CHARACTER
SET=UTF8 ERROR 1267
(HY000): Truncated incorrect
DOUBLE value: '2.00913'
I've got data in this table, but I
can't create this one. I've got
the "show status" plugin in
my.ini. Please help! Thanks!
A: Your ids are 2.00913,
that's way it fails. Change the
column datatype to
decimal(14,2). 2.00913 is
very large number. You can
change the max width and
precision in column
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definition. Clive Palmer's bid
for the leadership of the
federal Labor party was
revealed last year This article
is more than 4 years old This
article is more than 4 years
old Malcolm Turnbull says
Clive Palmer would not be
allowed to lead the federal
Labor party, to which he
applied to become an
organiser. The leader of the
Liberal party, on the ABC’s
Insiders program on Sunday,
said on a number of occasions
that Palmer would not be
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allowed to take on the role.
However, the senior Liberal,
Peter Dutton, has declined to
rule out the Queensland MP
replacing Bill Shorten should
the opposition leader resign.
Palmer has 1cb139a0ed
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